
Discovering Semantic Relationships Among Object Classes inDatabase SystemsShu-Ching Chen Mei-Ling Shyu Chi-Min ShuSchool of Computer Science School of Electrical and Department of EnvironmentalFlorida International University Computer Engineering Safety EngineeringMiami, FL 33199 Purdue University National Yunlin University ofWest Lafayette, IN 47907 Science and TechnologyYunlin, Taiwan, R.O.CAbstractProviding integrated access to heterogeneousdatabases in a distributed information-providing en-vironment is challenging for cooperation and inter-operability. In addition, the accessing of many datasources has aggravated problems for users of het-erogeneous databases because of the heterogeneitiesamong databases. To solve these problems, the dis-covery of semantic knowledge regarding the objectclasses present in the databases can be used as thepre-processing procedure for schema integration. Thiswill also assist in increasing the interoperability of theheterogeneous databases. In this paper, we explorea new data mining approach which discovers new se-mantic relationships of the object classes in di�erentdatabases. The proposed approach uses logical rea-soning and object-oriented techniques to bridge het-erogeneity in a large scale heterogeneous database en-vironment. Mechanisms for accomplishing the objec-tive are presented in theoretical terms, along with arunning example.Key words: object-oriented, data mining, databases1 IntroductionIn a distributed information-providing environ-ment, semantically related data might be representedin di�erent database schemas under diverse databasemanagement systems (DBMSs). Retrieving informa-tion from them is a challenge since incompatibilitiesexist among the databases. To provide an integratedaccess to multiple heterogeneous databases, two issuesneed to be discussed. First, how to discover the se-mantically related information, i.e., information suchas whether two object classes have a superclass, sub-class, or equivalence semantic relationship, to support

integration. Second, how to perform schema integra-tion to provide a uniformaccess interface. A number ofresearchers [1, 2, 4, 6] have investigated the problem ofsemantic interoperability in a heterogeneous databaseenvironment. However, most of them focus only onthe second issue.Advanced data storage technology and databasemanagement systems have increased our capabilitiesto collect and store data of all kinds. However, ourability to interpret and analyze the data is still lim-ited, creating an urgent need to accelerate discovery ofinformation in databases. As pointed out by [3], thereis a need and an opportunity for at least a partiallyautomated form of knowledge discovery in databases(KDD), or data mining to handle the huge size of real-world database systems. Data mining is the method ofdiscovering useful information such as rules and previ-ously unknown patterns existing between data itemsembedded in large databases. Because of the rapidgrowth of databases and data, how to e�ectively uti-lize the large amount of accumulated data becomesimportant.In a previous study, we proposed an object-orientedsplit/cluster approach for managing a network ofdatabases [5]. The proposed split/cluster approach isa�nity-based and partitions the database accordingto their degree of a�nity. The network of databases isrecursively split into a set of clusters and a cluster hi-erarchy is generated. This paper is an extended workto discover the new semantic relationships among theobject classes in each cluster. In this paper, our focusis on discovering and reasoning about the semantic as-pects of the object classes for the �rst issue. A logicalreasoning-based knowledge discovery approach is pro-posed to exploit the new semantic relationships amongthe object classes in the databases. The proposed ap-proach is applied to each cluster to discover the new re-



lationships. Clearly, discovering the new semantic re-lationships for object classes across multiple databaseswill not only help schema integration but also speedup query processing. Toward this end, we explore anew data mining capability that involves mining newsemantic relationships among object classes in a net-work of databases. The proposed approach, support-ing data mining, logical reasoning, and object-orientedtechniques, allows the analysis of source descriptionsfor discovering a set of semantically related informa-tion and provides support for schema integration.This paper is organized as follows. In next section,we briey give the meaning of various terms and ex-pressions used throughout this paper. The proposedlogical reasoning based knowledge discovery approachis introduced in Section 3. Section 4 concludes thepaper.2 Glossary2.1 Object-Oriented ParadigmThe object-oriented paradigm is adopted in our pro-posed approach. Since things in the world around ushave properties of features, we can think of data as anobject class with its de�ning objects (attributes).De�nition 1 : An object class in a database di isany distinguishable entity which contains two or moreobjects whose descriptions are available in di. Itis denoted by Cij, where the index 'i' indicates thedatabase identi�cation and 'j' represents the objectclass identi�cation within the database.De�nition 2 : A class of objects, Okij, where 'k' de-notes the object identi�cation, associated with an ob-ject class Cij are to characterize Cij and to repre-sent the information pertaining to the di available tothe application queries. The values of i, j, and k areunique.In order to illustrate the way our approach works,the following example is used. Consider a heteroge-neous database environment with six databases. Forsimplicity, only a part of the objects is shown here.In d1, it provides two distinguishable object classes {resident and employee, which are denoted by C11 andC12, respectively. Moreover, suppose three objects,name, age, and address, are to characterize the objectclass resident.Example:d1 = fresident ; employeeg = fC11; C12g;C11 ) fname; age; addressg ) fO111; O211; O311g;d2 = femp; faculty ; deptg = fC21; C22; C23g;

d3 = ffaculty ; prof ; secretary ; engineerg=fC31; C32; C33; C34g;d4 = fprofessor ; class; student ; grade; teaching assistg=fC41; C42; C43; C44; C45g;d5 = fstudent ;RA;TA; divg = fC51; C52; C53; C54g;d6 = fcourse; room; departmentg = fC61; C62; C63g.2.2 Semantic RelationshipsDe�nition 3: CR(Cij; Cmn), an object class relation-ship, represents the superclass, subclass, and equiva-lence semantic relationships of two object classes Cijand Cmn. Its value is captured through a triplet(P,B,E) where P, B, and E indicate the suPerclass,suBclass, and Equivalence relations between Cij andCmn, respectively.Given Cij and Cmn, the following relationshipsamong them are considered:� superclass relation:P = � 1 if Cij is a superclass of Cmn0 otherwise� subclass relation:B = � 1 if Cij is a subclass of Cmn0 otherwise� equivalence relation:E = � 1 if Cij is equivalent to Cmn0 otherwiseIn a single database, the object class equivalence rela-tion cannot exist between two di�erent object classessince a database schema should be non-redundant.Hence, the element E in the triplet (P,B,E) is always0 within one database. In addition, for the purpose ofthe derivation of the relationship between two compo-nent database schemas, if two object classes are equiv-alent, let (P,B,E)=(1,1,1).The above semantic relationships among the objectclasses either in a database or in di�erent databasescan be captured through the object class relationshipmatrix and the object class relationship inversion func-tion.De�nition 4: Rim, an object class relationship ma-trix, represents the relationships between database diand dj in the way that every (j, n)th element in Rimis the value CR(Cij; Cmn).De�nition 5: g(Cmn; Cij) is the object class relation-ship inversion function such thatCR(Cmn; Cij) = g(Cmn; Cij) = (B1; P1; E1)if CR(Cij; Cmn)=(P1; B1; E1).



2.3 Prior InformationThe following three relation sets are provided as apriori for the proposed approach in the current stage.However, algorithms for constructing these three setsare under investigation. Tables 1 to 3 list the threerelation sets in the forms of the triplets for the aboveexample.1. Equivalence set (Seq) which contains those pairsof object classes that are equivalent.If the pairs of object classes in Seq have di�er-ent names, then they are synonymous. Therefore,naming conicts (synonyms) are captured in Seq.2. Relation set (RS1) which contains the object classrelationships within each database.3. Relation set (RS2) which contains the object classrelationships for object classes Cij in di and Cm1in dm for i<m.Table 1: Seq (Objectclass equivalence rela-tionships) (P,B,E)CR(C12,C21) (1,1,1)CR(C22,C31) (1,1,1)CR(C23,C54) (1,1,1)CR(C23,C63) (1,1,1)CR(C32,C41) (1,1,1)CR(C42,C61) (1,1,1)CR(C43,C51) (1,1,1)CR(C45,C53) (1,1,1)CR(C54,C63) (1,1,1) Table 2: Partial RS1 (ob-ject class relationships)(P,B,E)d1 CR(C11,C12) (1,0,0)d2 CR(C21,C22) (1,0,0)CR(C21,C23) (0,0,0)CR(C22,C23) (0,0,0)d3 CR(C31,C32) (1,0,0)CR(C31,C33) (1,0,0)CR(C31,C34) (1,0,0)CR(C32,C33) (0,0,0)CR(C32,C34) (0,0,0)CR(C33,C34) (0,0,0)Table 3: Partial RS2 (object class relationships)(P,B,E) C21 C31 C41 C51 C61C11 (1,0,0) (1,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0)C12 (1,1,1) (1,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0)C21 (1,0,0) (1,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0)C22 (1,1,1) (1,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0)C23 (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0) (0,0,0)Moreover, all the semantic relationships among theobject classes in a database can be derived directlyfrom the prior information and the object class rela-tionship inversion function. Let the object class rela-tionship matrix Rii for di be constructed as follows:Rii = [Cij;Cik2di CR(Cij; Cik)3 Inference of New Semantic Relation-ships in DatabasesWhile all the semantic relationships among the ob-ject classes in a database can be derived directly, the

derivation of the semantic relationships of the objectclasses in a cluster requires a new mechanism to per-form the task. For this purpose, a logical reasoning-based mechanism is proposed for the inference of newsemantic relationships in two databases. A new set ofsemantic relationships among object classes in two dif-ferent databases is derived by applying the proposedlogical reasoning function and kept in a total objectclass relationship set TRSPk for the cluster Pk. Acluster Pk contains those object class present in itsmember databases, and TRSPk lists all the semanticrelationships of those object classes in Pk.De�nition 6 : Let TRSPk be the total object classrelation set for the cluster Pk.De�nition 7: h(Cij; Cmn) is the logical reasoningfunction which derives the new semantic relationshipsbetween two object classes Cij and Cmn from di�erentdatabases, where i<m and n>1.h(Cij; Cmn) = CR(Cij; Cm1) 3 CR(Cm1; Cmn),where 3 is the logical operator ^ and is applied toeach element in the triplet.For example, the semantic relationships betweenC11 and C22 can be discovered in the following man-ner. h(C11;C22) = CR(C11; C21) 3 CR(C21; C22)=(1,0,0) 3 (1,0,0) = (1,0,0)Table 4: Relationship derivation algorithmINPUT :(1) Seq relation set (2) Pk(3) Initially, TRSPk = Seq SRS1SRS2OUTPUT :(1) Updated TRSPk setMETHOD :For any two object classes Cij and Cmn in thedatabases in Pk, where i<m and n>1 fif ((Cij; Cmn) =2 TRSPk ) fif (9 Cpq satisfying (Cij; Cpq) 2 Seq) fFor every Cpq fif ((Cpq; Cmn) 2 TRSPk)CR(Cij; Cmn) = CR(Cpq; Cmn);else if (p>m k q>n)CR(Cij; Cmn) = g(Cpq; Cmn);ggelse CR(Cij; Cmn) = h(Cij; Cmn);TRSPk = TRSPk S (Cij; Cmn);gg



Table 4 lists the proposed relationship derivationalgorithm which incrementally updates TRSPk. Ascan be seen from Table 4, the inputs of the algorithmare the Seq relation set, each cluster Pk, and the ini-tial total object class relation set. For every pair ofobject classes in Pk, the TRSPk set is updated in-crementally if one of the semantic relationships existsbetween these two object classes. This algorithm isexecuted iteratively on all the pairs of object classesin a cluster to explore the new semantic relationshipsamong the object classes in that cluster. The newlydiscovered semantic relationships in each cluster canthen be used to assist in the integration task in thatcluster. In addition, if there exist multiple clustersin the heterogeneous database system, then this algo-rithm is applied to each cluster in the cluster hierarchy.After the proposed relationship derivation algo-rithm is applied to the object classes in those databasesin each cluster, Rij where i<j, for di and dj 2 somecluster Pk, can be obtained easily. Moreover, onlyRim for i<=m needs to be constructed since Rmi isthe transpose of Rim. For example,C21 C22 C23R12 = C11C12 � (1; 0; 0) (1; 0; 0) (0; 0; 0)(1; 1; 1) (1; 0; 0) (0; 0; 0) �The discovery of new semantic relationships is cru-cial in schema integration as integration is achievedby the detection/resolution of the semantic conictsand the derived knowledge. For example, if two ob-ject classes belonging to two di�erent databases in thesame cluster are declared to have the equivalence re-lationship and are to be integrated, the relationshipsamong their objects (attributes) can be easily derived.Considering the object classes employee in d1 and empin d2, and knowing that the object name in employeeis equivalent to the object ename in emp, this type ofincompatibility can be detected and handled in theintegration procedure. In addition, apart from itsown objects, each object class acquires a set of ob-jects (or methods) from object classes having a su-perclass relationship with the object class through in-heritance. Therefore, our proposed logical reasoning-based knowledge discovery approach can be used asthe pre-processing procedure for schema integration.4 ConclusionsIn this paper, we have proposed a new data miningapproach which adopts the object-oriented paradigmto discover new semantic relationships among objectclasses from a network of heterogeneous databases ina distributed information-providing environment. In

particular, we have suggested a logical reasoning-basedmechanism that uses logical operators to automati-cally derive new semantic relationships from the ex-isting knowledge. Various semantic knowledge perti-nent to the object classes of the databases is explored.The use of logical operators is easy to understand andsimpli�es the data mining process. During the knowl-edge acquisition process, some semantic conicts canbe detected and later be resolved in the schema in-tegration process. Hence, the proposed approach canbe applied as the pre-processing procedure for schemaintegration. Furthermore, concepts such as the equiva-lence, superclass, and subclass are utilized to facilitatethe creation of the integrated schemas. To enhance thecapabilities of the proposed mechanism, further exper-iments will be conducted in the future.References[1] S. Bergamaschi, S. Castano, and M. Vincini, \Se-mantic integration of semistructured and struc-tured data sources," SIGMOD Record, Vol. 28, No.1, pp. 54-59, March 1999.[2] S.E. Lander and V.R. Lesser, \Sharing metainfor-mation to guide cooperative search among hetero-geneous reusable agents," IEEE Transactions onknowledge and Data Engineering, Vol. 9, No. 2,pp. 193-208, March/April 1997.[3] G. Piatetsky-Shapiro, \Knowledge discovery inreal databases: A report on the IJCAI-89 Work-shop," AI Magazine, Vol. 11, No. 5, Special issue,pp. 69-70, Jan. 1991.[4] M. Roantree, J. Murphy, and W. Hasselbring,\The OASIS multidatabase prototype," SIGMODRecord, Vol. 28, No. 1, pp. 97-103, March 1999.[5] M-L. Shyu and S-C. Chen, \An object-oriented ap-proach for managing a network of databases," toappear on IASTED Software Engineering and Ap-plications (SEA'99).[6] A. Tomasic, L. Raschid, and P. Valduriez, \Scal-ing access to heterogeneous data sources withDISCO," IEEE Transactions on knowledge andData Engineering, Vol. 10, No. 5, pp. 808-823,September/October 1998.


